
BOOK EXTRACT

Modus Vivendi Your Life Your Way

As I said before, the 22 Needs in the Modus Vivendi “Your Life Your Way” 
process can be compared to urgent physical needs. 
When you say, “I am thirsty, I need to drink” it is the same as the person 
who says “I am communicative, I need to talk.” There is no difference for 
their biology. Talking is their Need! It drives what they do.
 
Your Unique Individual Needs never change! You always feel these as 
primal. Life and experience refine them and expand them. 

Instead, your Universal Needs change based on what you have or don’t 
have in different phases of your life. If you are out of a job, your need 
could be to earn money so you can pay the bills. Instead if you have a job 
but not a mate then you want connection and belonging. Your Universal 
Needs change. 

Life is easier when your basic Universal Needs are satisfied, when you 
have a roof over your head, food in your frig and people you can count 
on. 

How you get “more” and a higher quality of Universal is by using your 
Individual Needs. How you get what you really desire is by using your 
Individual Needs. 

They are your innate talents. You have these always and forever with you! 
They never change. Let me repeat that: Your Unique Individual Needs 
never change! 

They are what you bring to a relationship that makes it special to be with 
you in Your Way. They are what you give in a job to make it excellent Your 
Way. They are what make you feel confident. 

You can continue to hide yourself in a box because you are influenced by 
others, but then you will never fulfill your Individual Needs. 
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Or you can chose to step out, know yourself and your Needs and fulfill 
them. It’s only up to you. They are yours! 

Individual Needs are things you want to be clear about. They define your 
values, innate talents, and unique expression of Who You Are. 

When you don’t fulfill them, you feel “unhappy, empty, lost”. Something is 
missing. And that is why you fall into the trap of feeling the lower 
emotions of guilt, anger, and frustration. It’s no one’s fault. It’s just you 
yearning to fulfill your Individual Needs! 

If you go on internet and search for a list of Needs, you might find articles 
or pdfs with lists of 50 or 100 needs. You do not have each one of these 
needs. 

Let me repeat that. You do not have every need. You are not 
programmed with each of these needs in your DNA. They are not part of 
your experience nor your purpose in life. 

For example, the person with a Need for Balance is quite different than 
the person with a Need for Faith. The first person cooks using a scale to 
measure every ingredient and the other one prays it will turn out adding 
the ingredients based on inspiration. 

Go ahead and laugh, but it’s true. Each person has his or her “Way”. 

Don’t be fooled by learned or generic terminology. There a quite a few 
overused terms now, like passionate and authentic. We are told to find 
our passion, but it is not the best word for everyone. 

Dedicate time to finding your own Unique Individual Needs so you tune in 
to your inner vibe instead of being in imitation mode. 

Needs differences are the basis of all misunderstandings. Let’s say you 
live with a person that Needs Joy. They smile all the time. They want to 
invite friends over, have parties at home, and even be the life of the party. 
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But you Need Adventure and being home is not exciting for you. You 
want to go on weekend trips, travel and in those days challenge yourself 
physically. 

It there a right or wrong? No, of course not! There are only different 
Needs. These drive your choices. Knowing your Needs allows you to be 
you. 

They give you emotional fitness, fitting you to what feels good to you. 
They give you mental clarity so you focus on being more. They give you 
the words to share with others so they know Who You Are and your 
desires for your life. 

Knowing Your Needs allows you free will so you make conscious choices. 
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the 22 unique individual needs

adaptable

You love to help, serve and listen.
You are adaptable, different and open minded. 

In Your Head 
It’s like anywhere you go you feel at home. You are not a picky person. You 
adapt well, accept the circumstances and see the positive aspect in every 
person and situation. 

You come up with different kinds of solutions because you are looking at 
problems from many different angles. You don’t have preconceived ideas. You 
prefer not to conform but to listen to what you really want. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

Your heart bleeds when others are in difficulty. You would do anything for 
anyone. Sometimes you sacrifice your own needs for those of others. It is easy 
to be a martyr but then it doesn’t really serve anyone if you give up your life. 
When you dedicate time to yourself everyday you are more energized to help 
others. 

In Your Body 

With this Need you could have a softer body and smiling face. This Need does 
not require you to take up competitive sports or do strenuous 
movements to find body, mind and soul balance. It does require that you go 
within yourself. Rediscover what you love and do it without feeling selfish. 

Your predictable pitfall is lacking willpower, feeling abandoned by others, or 
just “playing the martyr”. Maybe you live a pretend sense of happiness. You 
might do anything just to have others accept you. 

Your sweet spot is taking up a cause and serving from your heart. 
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adventurous

You love to travel, do your to do list and achieve. You are adventurous, active 
and capable.

In Your Head 
It’s like you are running a race. You are fast footed, quick thinking and more 
talented than the rest of the participants. You’ve got places to go and people to 
meet. And of course, you have your “To Do List”. Man oh man do you love to 
have that list. You feel so satisfied every time you check the done things off. 
You feel like you are going forward. It builds your confidence. 

In Your Heart and Soul 
When you feel an inkling to do something, take up a hobby or learn a sport or 
musical instrument... well, it’s like you already know how to do it. It’s the 
excitement of the challenge that brings you alive. It’s usually pretty easy to be 
good at things because of an innate ability to be good at everything. Deciding 
where to direct your energy is the difficulty. You tend to go in to many 
directions. Focus on making progress. You don’t want to zig zag. Shoot straight 
like an arrow. Only practice an activity that is taking you closer to your 
objective. 

In Your Body 
Do other people ever ask you to stop doing things? Do they comment that you 
never sit down calmly and listen to them? You are not a “stay in one place 
person”. If you are inactive in this period then get your body going again in 
sports! And usually have 2 different ones - have your cardio activities and also 
your toning exercises. Chose something so you use your arms and wrists. It 
makes you feel like you are conducting your own life. You could enjoy driving. 
Notice when you bump yourself here and there. It is a sign of stress. 
Coordinate your actions. 

Your predictable pitfall is being dispersive, meaning you could waste time, 
energy and money on many low priority tasks. You easily lose your focus and 
your direction because of your hectic energy. You want to do it all. Sometimes 
you are driven by wanting to prove something to yourself and others. This is 
draining. Your sweet spot is traveling, multitasking and conducting others 
towards victory! You are the best at doing 2 things at a time. 
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balanced

You love to decide, honor and judge. You are balanced, respectful and dutiful. 

In Your Head 

It’s like walking a tightrope (or a modern slackline) and trying to balance 
opposites. Going off too much on either side is wrong, just as staying perfectly 
still in the middle is wrong too. You find more equilibrium in a slight sway back 
and forth that considers a little bit of both left and right. You notice things in 
the outside world that are right and wrong. You feel right and justify your 
decisions. 

You don’t want to lose other people’s respect nor be criticized for taking a 
wrong step. That would not be fair. You use cutting comments if anyone dares 
to shame or blame you. You have righteous values. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You feel best when you are being flexible, yet precise and decisive. You are 
honest, upright and dignified. This balancing act makes you strive for perfection 
but sometimes you are too severe with yourself and even too harsh with 
others. When you feel everything is perfect, even the mistakes, you become 
soft hearted and light. 

In Your Body 

A mind filled with truth and a heart filled with trust, create a body that 
stretches easily. You keep your body in shape by starting with your mind. When 
you look honestly at yourself, you know that you can make adjustments to all 
three of these areas. It’s a step forward and some sway side to side. 

Your predictable pitfall is getting very easily offended and even being 
defensive. That makes you cutting sharp and direct. If you think others have 
lost respect for you, you could feel guilty, humiliated or ashamed. Your sweet 
spot is living responsibly, rightly giving to yourself and to others when you all 
deserve it! 
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CONNECTED

You love to mediate, network and negotiate. You are connected, affectionate 
and peaceful. 

In Your Head 
It’s like spinning silk. You have all the distinct silk threads that you weave 
together to make one beautiful creation. You weave together people and ideas. 
You have an optimistic outlook and can easily reconcile relationships with your 
peaceful approach, reconnecting the threads that have severed. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

All you want is peace and harmony. You want people to get along. You play the 
match maker so people meet and connect. You play the “guardian angel” so 
people feel protected from harm. 

You want things moderate, not excessive. You are serene, friendly and kind. 
You enjoy mixing and mingling too. 

In Your Body 

It’s also about moderation. You cannot handle things in excess, especially 
drugs, alcohol or video games, because it’s easy to fall into dependency. You 
take up moderate sports in which there are flowing movements for your 
muscles and delicate stretching for your ligaments. 
 
Your predictable pitfall is getting stuck on or overly attached to people, things 
or places. Instead of a bond, you create bondage. 

Be careful of any kind of dependency.

Your sweet spot is negotiating, mediating and communing! 
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CONscientious

You love to teach, learn and unite.

You are conscientious, grateful and compassionate. In Your Head 
It’s like life is always putting you in front of a classroom to teach other people. 
You love to learn new things so you can transmit them to others. You find life 
lessons in every positive or negative experience. 

It raises your conscious awareness of how life works. You guide others to 
observe their path and cheer them on to follow it. Sometimes your thoughts 
are too dogmatic or idealistic. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You feel great when you feel gratitude. It comes natural to thank others and 
give them uplifting compliments even for small favors. You feel best in groups 
of people united for the same ethical objective or cause. You are benevolent 
and charitable. 

When you are under stress you could preach others and find their errors. You 
can provoke thoughts and emotions in others. Make sure it is for their growth 
and give them time to assimilate what you say. 

In Your Body 

You are a hands on person. You like to do handicrafts and use your hands even 
to transmit energy. You enjoy all sports, both the individual ones and team 
ones. Have a daily ritual for physical activity. 

Your predictable pitfall is being stubborn and teaching only by the book. If you 
become too traditionalist then you are not progressing. 

Your sweet spot is teaching and learning, guiding and transmitting! You feel 
most coherent when you walk your talk. 
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DYNAMIC

You love to move, change and finish. You are dynamic, advanced and evolved. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are always on a bicycle pedaling and sometimes speeding through 
life. You like to be on the move. You have all the cranks in your mind spinning 
too. You are mentally acute and highly intelligent.
 
You have advanced ideas for how to make things progress and evolve. You 
articulate well. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You jump on new opportunities. The more change the better, either catalyzed 
by you or offered to you. This makes life exciting. Routine is dull and you start 
to feel impatient or bored. 

You are more a mover in your head and your body. Remember that the key to 
a happy life is also in moving your emotions. This “energy in motion” opens you 
to more of everything. 

In Your Body 

You love to move. With such a rapid mind you might think that it’s enough to 
move thoughts. So it is highly recommended that you do things with your 
body to move your muscles. Chose something you in which your muscles take 
you forward like cycling, rowing or running. 

Your predictable pitfall is being impatient with the cycles of life, projects and 
relationships. Sometimes you feel fortunate that they move forward easily but 
you forget that highs and lows are part of change and evolution. You could quit 
when the going gets tough leaving things unfinished. 

Your sweet spot is renewing, innovating and finishing! 
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engaging

You love to create, talk and seduce. You are engaging, charming and genial. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are a lush, fertile field where you can germinate anything and it 
grows. You have a certain geniality about how you come up with imaginative 
and creative ideas. You are very communicative. 

You love social settings, to engage, to converse and to persuade. Public 
speaking, sales and design come easily to you. They are your natural talents. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You are very cheerful, romantic and feminine - even if you are a man. You have 
a light hearted enthusiasm for life. You are loquacious but sometimes talk a lot 
without saying much. Challenge yourself to use your words to move other 
people’s emotions. 

This requires that you be in your emotions. It’s fine to have negative thoughts 
that are difficult to express. Don’t become speechless, quiet or closed up. You 
can always find a delicate way to say things even if you hurt. 

In Your Body 

The goal is to pass from creativity to productivity. Write down your ideas on 
paper and make a plan. Cultivate a project and plant the seed. Take action, 
don’t just talk about it. Keep your energy high by moving your hips in an 
exercise like belly dancing. Take care of your throat. You could take voice 
lessons. 

Your predictable pitfall is having too many ideas at the same time and not 
being able to realize them all. If don’t have a strategy to get them out of your 
head, then you don’t put them into action. You might feel a bit of intellectual 
competition. 

Your sweet spot is being beautiful, having a loving nature and bringing things to 
fruition in a very seductive way. 
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entertaining

You love to guide, shine and comfort. You are entertaining, authentic and 
considerate. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you understand what’s real and what’s made up. You speak with 
integrity and authenticity because you value these above all things. You see 
through people’s mask. If needed you can tell a white lie and even a big lie to 
protect your vulnerability. 

You like to play hide and seek, therefore you hide well and seek well. You 
decide when it is advantageous or not. You use your fantasy. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

It hurts when people are insincere. You consider words, actions and feelings 
sacred. You are a guiding light for other people and they feel your loyalty and 
dedication. You show up who you are. You give to others with pure generosity 
and altruism. You shine. 

In Your Body 

You must breathe and bend. You become rigid if you feel threatened. Feel 
prepared by learning tactics of self defense, that way your body can remain 
trusting. Have a sacred place, home alter or area where you practice stretching. 
Best if it is near or with water. You love perfume. 

Your predictable pitfall is being suspicious, sneaky or nostalgic when faced with 
difficulties. You don’t tell yourself the whole truth. 

Your sweet spot is saying things how they really are. You live with integrity. 
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established

You love to lead, delegate and own. 
You are established, dominant and determined. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are the king of the hill. You like to be important, be the authority 
and be the rule maker. Someone has to be the boss, why not you? 
Under an often staunch, confident and “it’s all about me” appearance, you 
really are a person who has the underdog in your best interest. You were born 
strong so you help the weak.
 
In Your Heart and Soul 

You need to feel secure and stable in order to be happy. You love to own your 
own things. Don’t let your possessions run your life. Sometimes you are asked 
to make hard choices so you need to be concentrated. 

Not always can you make everyone happy. You are brave but sometimes too 
dominant and competitive. Give others space to grow. 

In Your Body 

You want to keep yourself physically fit. If you are burning out mentally do 
some yoga, breathing and relaxed stretching. Then get into a competitive sport 
so you can learn to be a good winner and even better loser. 

Make sure you do stretching for your neck, back and knees. It’s tough to bend 
to other people’s rules. 

Your predictable pitfall is being afraid of being poor and not having enough. 
You are often too willing to fight, or even too willing to give in. Find your place 
in life and stand tall. 

Your sweet spot is leading, being confident and creating wealth! 
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expressive

You love to celebrate, emerge and party. You are expressive, joyful and 
optimistic. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are a champagne bottle always ready to pop off the cork to let out 
all the great things you have inside. It is so liberating to burst out with ideas. 
You are unpredictable and spontaneous. 

When you believe in yourself, you bubble over with joy and release your true 
nature. When you don’t, you repress your ideas and fall to pieces. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You are the most joyful person there is. You always smile, it comes from inside 
and people even see it in your eyes. You are gleeful, elated and effervescent. 
People love to be in your positive energy. You are saddened by separation and 
loss. You are easily devastated when something tragic happens. 

In Your Body 

You like to move your body, usually fast, in ways that gives you the sensation of 
freedom. When you do a work out, it’s best if it feels like a party, not work. You 
could like jumping off high places. 

Your mind body connection is strong. If you shut down emotionally you will 
implode and go ballistic physically. Be expressive, with words, music, dance or 
art so you explode in a good way. 

Your predictable pitfall is bottling things up inside because you feel constrained 
or suppressed to keep them in. 

Your sweet spot is being the life of the party! 
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independent

You love to experience, realize and complete. You are independent, efficient 
and free.

In Your Head 

It’s like your mind runs free in the outdoors where there are no constraints and 
no conditions. You see that you can realize your full potential. You are a free 
thinker believing in the freedom of speech and actions. You know that you are 
part of this whole big world. You take part best when you are fulfilled. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

Love is the most freeing thing. When you love who you are and what you are 
doing, you have more vitality. It’s as if the alchemy of these elements helped 
completion. When you do not feel free, you get easily discouraged. 

In Your Body 

You need your body to be without constraints. You need to be able to move it 
freely. It’s like being on the dance floor and having it all to yourself to swirl 
around as you wish. 

You feel in your body the need for space and air. If you are closed up in a tiny 
area you might feel claustrophobic. You might perceive others are trying to 
close you in. Take up a sport, or dance, that gives you complete body toning 
and freedom of movement. 

Your predictable pitfall is getting trapped in situations. You feel closed in 
without the possibility of being free. 

Your sweet spot is deliberate action taking towards fulfillment. 
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innovative

Your path is about starting, initiating and inventing. You are innovative, 
spontaneous and curious.

In Your Head 

It’s like you have your head full of so many projects and things you want to do. 
You know you have your whole life in front of you but you still get panicky 
when things don’t start. You were born ready! 

You take action in a fast, fun and playful way. For as much as you are 
spontaneous, you also like punctuality. Your willpower is your personal 
accelerator. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You have the curiosity, eagerness and innocence of a child. No matter how old 
you are, you always find something new to do to keep you busy. Being busy 
equals being happy. 

You are less excited about routine and finishing what you start. The fun is in 
new beginnings. Each day, each interaction, each meal is a new one even if you 
share them with the same people. 

In Your Body 

You can get antsy, fidgety and impatient easily. Learn to feel your nervous 
system. Bring all those ideas and projects down from your head and pass them 
through your heart. It is easy to feel the life force they provide. 

Then bring the life force down from your heart to below your belly button. You 
are a smooth talker and skillful doer but sometimes too hesitant. With the 
energy in your gut and legs now just do your ideas! 

Your predictable pitfall is being fretful, “hysterical” or infantile when things 
don’t go your way. You could even be “paralyzed” with fear to start what you 
really desire. Your sweet spot is your individuality. You are ready to experiment 
anything! 
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inspiring 

You love to desire, renew and visualize. You are inspired, purposeful and 
vocational. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are open and someone is pouring in ideas all the time. They are all 
so awesome! It’s like what you really desire, you can’t hold yourself back from 
doing it. It’s like you have a calling and a purpose and you need to live it! 
You live in this “land of dreams” with your eyes wide open while your feet are 
still firm on the ground. It’s like you are always “getting a message” and a 
reawakening. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You feel a greatness within yourself to do something with all of this. It is so easy 
for you to motivate and inspire others because you are refreshing, lively and a 
bit over the top. You devote your life to your mission, to family and to what you 
believe in. Sometimes though you do all this just to get approval from others. 

In Your Body 

Do you know what the wind of a tornado feels like? Well when you get your 
great ideas, it could feel like you have a tornado in your belly. It is a zoom swirl 
swish and churning feeling that vibrates throughout your body. 

It comes as your GPS to tell you are on the right path. There is a lot of energy 
felt in your body, especially in the lower abdomen. It is best that you move your 
body with powerful, regular exercise. The more you move your body, the more 
your desires move too! 

Your predictable pitfall is being too fanatical about your ideas or getting 
overwhelmed by too much to do. 

Your sweet spot is your good judgement and your enchanting ways. 
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knowledgeable

You love to read, write and organize.
You are knowledgable, hospitable and prepared. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you were born to uncover research, reveal mysteries and find 
information. You thrive on knowing, being well read and full of cultural studies. 
Even though you are very organized you could tend to accumulate things, thus 
having more than you have space for. You are demanding. You want those 
around you to be informed and provide you with information when you 
request it. Journalism is in your nature.
 
In Your Heart and Soul 

Often your intellectual side is stronger than your sentimental side. It is 
important for your mood that the information you find become life giving, 
heart warming and emotional so that it becomes a story. Feel the knowledge in 
your heart so you generously distribute it to others. You are very hospitable, 
opening your arms inviting others into your cozy space. 

In Your Body 

The secret to a healthy body is warming your heart space. When you think 
lovingly and feel it in your heart, then your body feels great. If not you could 
feel “cold”, and become rigid or frigid. The withholding, insensitive or 
disinterested mental - emotional connection takes the life force out of your 
physical body. 

Think of your hands on your “womb” when you give. With friends give affection, 
at a dinner give food, at work give support. Feel the emotions in your body 
through this gesture. Do exercises to limber up and maintain flexibility. 

Your predictable pitfall is making information and knowledge more important 
than people’s emotions. You have a hard time eliminating (or the exact 
opposite) and that goes for going to the bathroom too. Your sweet spot is 
having such a vast cultural background. You are so interesting! You have so 
much to say. You are the go to person for facts and knowledge. 
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magnetic

You love to manage, influence and discipline. You are magnetic, humble and 
courageous. 

In Your Head 

It’s like one part of you is a zen master. You are humble, disciplined and self 
controlled, while another part of you is like a lion. You are instinctive, assertive 
and courageous. You have a meticulous, detailed and masterful way of thinking 
things through and seeing improvements. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

Your courage comes from your heart. From here you unleash your greatest 
power. Wherever you go, you change the energy and atmosphere around you. 
When you are gentle, you vibrate harmony and everyone feels it. 

When you are tense, you vibrate force causing power struggles. That is because 
you are magnetic. You are electromagnetic. 

In Your Body 

You can feel the tension in your body. It is how you know if you are happy. You 
try not to get angry since you know you can chew someone’s head off. You 
enjoy martial arts, rugby and horseback riding because these offer you the 
opportunity to let yourself go. 

Your predictable pitfall is being controlling. Someone makes a comment and 
boom you fly off the bat. You insist and they resist. Or you resist and they 
insist.

Your sweet spot is mastering what you do and taking charge! 
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nurturing

You love to uncover, perceive and sense. You are nurturing, intuitive and 
secretive. 

In Your Head 

It’s like the real world is made of both what you see and also what you sense. 
There is form in the invisible. It is clear to you that it exists. You are open to 
secretive information in an intuitive way. 

The world of dreams is close to you. It is deep with meaning. If you dive too 
deep you risk depression. You are not always understood. Most people prefer 
rationality, you prefer receptivity. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You are very maternal, even if you are a man. You nourish those around you 
with love for their soul, food for their body and dreams for their imagination. 
They tell you their secrets. 

You are profound, perceptive and reflexive. It is easy to become obsessed or 
depressed. You are often too sensitive therefore disillusioned by superficiality. 

In Your Body 

Being in water is the most comforting place. In this element you can see the 
ripples from the movements that come from you and those that come from 
others. Therefore you distinguish what is yours and what is others. On land you 
often absorb energy that is not yours and it takes you under. To avoid that, you 
become superficial, though your nature is deep. 

Your predictable pitfall is becoming superstitious. You believe that “things” 
have more power than you do and that they can decide your destiny. 

Your sweet spot is being an empath, feeling, sensing and even seeing what very 
few do. 
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original

You love to take off, wander and envision. You are original, irrational and out of 
the box. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are always a kid leaping and jumping wildly. You play in a crazy way. 
Even work needs to be play. You see things from out of the box. There are no 
schemes or structures. There is only boundless territory to explore. You live the 
moment as you envision the future.
 
In Your Heart and Soul 

You feel easy, eager and funny. You could spend everyday just clowning around 
worry free. You are unattached pulled by an irrational energy. 

You don’t need a set place where to be nor a set destination where to go. 
Obstacles don’t take away your good mood. 

In Your Body 

You need to move, especially going for long walks. When you do, you feel like a 
wanderer or nomad walking on an undiscovered trail. You could want to do 
crazy sports too with some risk. It’s all about departing on a journey. 

Your predictable pitfall is being chaotic, careless and bewildered. 

Your sweet spot is you never stop being happy, wild and fancy free. 
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passionate

You love to arouse, take risks and investigate. You are passionate, focused and 
charismatic. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are the leading tango dancer out on the floor grabbing everyone’s 
attention. They admire your vibrant charisma and energetic intensity. You are 
mentally acute and notice everything with your eyes. They are investigative and 
focused. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You do what excites you. You are like a volcano at night with hot fiery lava that 
illuminates the dark. You are extreme, lavish and boastful. You feel the heat of 
the moment and want more. You give in to temptations. You are highly creative 
and artistic. 

In Your Body 

It’s important to have a release for your energy. You prefer to do vigorous and 
voracious things. When you feel passionate, you move your body in a theatrical 
way. You enjoy taking risks, doing what intrigues you in an exuberant way. 

Your predictable pitfall is being egoistic, arrogant or presumptuous. You might 
be a leader but you make everyone small around you. 

Your sweet spot is having deep sentiments and strong powers. 
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questioning

You love to advice, analyze and reflect. You are questioning, wise and calm.

 Your Head 

It’s like you dream of sitting on top of a mountain all by yourself. It is important 
for you to sometimes be alone. Daily quiet time is essential. You are great at 
peacefully analyzing situations, pondering problems and coming up with wise 
solutions. 

You Need a place to have silence and thinking time. If you don’t, you might 
create drama and make a mountain out of a mole hill. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You might have noticed that ever since you were a child people came to you for 
advice. You have the energy of a grandparent who has gained maturity from 
lots of life experiences and shares them calmly with others. 

Maybe you love being in the role of a counselor, mentor or therapist. You are 
naturally patient. Try to be less doubtful. 

In Your Body 

With this Need, you feel best in a slow paced lifestyle or even just walking as a 
sport. Do whatever you feel is therapeutic for your body. 

Your predictable pitfall is isolating yourself too much and becoming pessimistic, 
grumpy and lonesome. It seems you only come alive in crisis situations 
therefore creating crisis. Live for clarity and solutions. 

Your sweet spot is in moderation, introspection and contemplation! You are the 
wisest. 
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radical

You love to rebel, transform and regenerate. You are radical, transgressive and 
structured. 

In Your Head 

It’s like you are a gardener sweeping and clearing away all the weeds that take 
away important nutrients from the plants you want to harvest. You aren’t 
delicate. You are abrupt. 

Either things serve a purpose or they are out of your way. You don’t hold back. 
You either cast them away, wash them away or strip them away. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

It takes someone like you to open a space for new things to come. You aren’t 
afraid to destroy or demolish the old and useless things. You have very deep 
emotions inside. You have a soft side but often something small sets you off 
and you lash out. You are an upbeat and tenacious builder. 

In Your Body 

Your gestures are decisive. You need sports in which you wield, strike or tackle. 
These release energy so you avoid reaching your boiling point when facing 
problematic people or issues. Without sports you easily fire up your hot 
temper. Especially take care of your bones. Anger eats away at your calcium. 

Your predictable pitfall is being hostile and belligerent. You are callous to 
people who need the status quo since you so dearly need revolutionary 
transformation. 

Your sweet spot is eliminating old beliefs to gain maximum value! 
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selective

You love to design, appreciate and touch. You are selective, enthusiastic and 
sensual. 

In Your Head 
It’s like you always think of how to make things pleasurable. It could be in how 
you create a slower paced business meeting for creative exchanges or set a 
dinner table with flowers and a linen table cloth. 

You know you get results when things are enjoyable. Sometimes there are too 
many choices to make and you get confused. Things could seem impossible. 
One thing at a time is best. 

In Your Heart and Soul 
What would life be like without the variety of colors for your eyes, without 
wonderful smells for your nose, without beautiful music for your ears? Not to 
mention without touching nice fabrics or caressing a loved one. You, in 
particular would find it so void of meaning. 

Everything that you pick up with your 5 senses makes life sensual. You enjoy 
and appreciate all the beauty around you, and if you don’t have beauty... well, 
life is pretty gloomy. You have sophisticated, delicate and elegant taste but 
sometimes come off as being spoiled. 

In Your Body 
You could watch a spectacular sunset on the beach for hours if it lasted that 
long! You are not a fast doer, but rather an enjoyer. You don’t appreciate 
sweaty sports and smelly gyms to stay in shape but you do like the look of a 
healthy body because it is a work of art. Keep yours sculpted and shaped. You 
like to wear nice clothes and feel the texture of the material on your skin. 

Your predictable pitfall is being confused with “too much”. You get easily 
perplexed then sullen or greedy. You could even be too influenced by other 
people’s bad moods. 

Your sweet spot is your artistic ability, being stylish and having good taste! 
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supportive

You love to collaborate, build and associate. You are supportive, brilliant and 
present.

In Your Head 

It’s like you are tool box filled with “things” to build and construct. You have 
what it takes to become successful, concrete and stable. You are gifted with a 
brilliant intelligence as well as a bright personality. 

Your energy is very masculine, even if you are a woman. You prefer to lead but 
also to partner with people of high caliber who hold your same high standards 
of quality. 

In Your Heart and Soul 

You feel immense responsibility. You are the father figure that is present, 
reassuring and supportive to all those who depend upon him for their “daily 
bread”. You can become exclusive and aloof, sometimes putting yourself on a 
pedestal. You prefer feeling warm, cordial and content. 

In Your Body 

You feel like you are carrying the world on your shoulders. Was that Atlas? Yes, 
so you want to have the leg stability to stand solid when doing this. 

You want a strong back, arms and shoulders. Sometimes your back hurts or 
posture is poor because you are carrying too much, so learn to partner and 
carry the load as equals. 

You have lots of body heat and are a natural furnace. It probably bothers you 
to have someone else’s cold feet on you under the sheets. You feel useful 
though. Let the body heat emanate! 

Your predictable pitfall is thinking you have to do things on your own and then 
doing them by yourself. You get better results with clear objectives working at 
least in two. Your sweet spot is your aura of success and far reaching solidarity. 
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personality is complex but i have 

simplified it for you.

Know exactly who you are in the 
12 Facets of Complete Personality 

by getting your 
Personality & Needs Profile™

or Your LIfe Your Way™ Coaching.

https://www.dianadentinger.com/collections/all
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